RESOLUTION
ON
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

At the occasion of the statutory Meeting of Leaders of the Centrist Democrat International (IDCCDI), to be held in Mexico City on 9 and 10 July 2015, before Organization of American States
Permanent Council meetings and the Summit of Head of State of the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM) of July, the Dominican Reformist Social Christian Party (PSRC) proposes that the
plenum adopts the following resolution on the Dominican Republic and the worldwide
migratory situation.
The IDC-CDI calls for:
1. Co fir the respe t for e er ou tr ’s so ereig right in establishing the most suitable
migratory system in its territory.
2. Recognize the existence of the migratory crisis affecting regions such as the
Mediterranean, the Middle East, Central America and the Caribbean.
3. Recognize that this situation cannot be confronted solely by pivotal countries in every
region but that requires global action.
4. Examine the National Regularization Plan (PNRE) carried out by the Dominican Republic
to establish if it is carried out with respect for human rights.
5. “tud the do u e ts Ruli g 16 -13 of the Constitutional Tribunal of the Dominican
Repu li a d La 16 -14 on regularizatio , su itted to the E e uti e “e retar
the PRSC.
6. Provide this information to the countries where IDC-CDI parties are represented.
7. Reject firmly the recent extremist statements against the Dominican Republic.
8. Proclaim the solidarity of the Dominican Republic with Haiti.
9. Call upon the governments, organizations and i ter atio al NGO’s to assume greater
responsibility in the search for internal development and democracy for Haiti specially
taking into account the next elections on August 9th.
10. Appoint a IDC-CDI commission headed by its President to visit the Dominican Republic in
order to observe the ongoing regularization process before the period of applications
evaluation expires.

